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Statement of Significance:
The Melton Cemetery on the corner of O’Neills Road and Centenary Avenue is significant; as
the only official cemetery to have existed in the Shire of Melton; for its historical and social
significance to the district; for the architecture of its headstones and graves; for its relatively
meagre beautification, which is to some extent expressive of the distinctive dry climate and
rocky ground of the district, and as the place of interment of locally and nationally notable
persons.
The Melton Cemetery is architecturally significant at a LOCAL level (AHC D2).
The
architecture of many of its headstones, and the arrangement of many of its graves, portray
changes in style and taste since the 1860s; a number display a skilful use of carved marble. The
cemetery is a good example of funerary customs and tastes dating from the mid-nineteenth
century in a predominantly rural district.
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The Melton Cemetery is historically significant at a LOCAL level (AHC B2, H1). It is thought
to contain the remains of numerous Aboriginals, and the remains of many of the district’s early
European settlers. Its headstones record much of the history of the area. Famous
horticulturalist Baron von Mueller originally chose trees to beautify the cemetery. While it is
unlikely that any specimens of his exotic species survive (two associated with him are thought
to have been removed, and the few exotic species that survive in the cemetery are poor
specimens), the she-oaks that predominate today were also a major species recommended by
von Mueller. Although far from traditional in terms of its plantings, the cemetery is a
prominent example of the thwarted attempts by Europeans to establish traditional plantings in
the dry and bushfire-prone climate, and on the rocky ground that characterises the Melton
district.
The Melton Cemetery is socially significant at a LOCAL level (AHC, G1). It is valued by
many of Melton’s residents whose ancestors, family or friends are buried there.
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